
UKCA Spring National Cheerleading Championships 2012




The UKCA Spring National Cheerleading Championships 2012 once again took place at Manchester Velodrome on
Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th May.Â  This was the first time sporting Dynamite entered the event on both days
submitting no less than 6 teams in cheerleading (Saturday), Pom Dance (Sunday), Cheerdance (Sunday) and
Streetcheer (Sunday)




The event entry fee charged by UKCA remained the same atÂ Â£20 per person per category but unfortunately there was
no longer a
reduction for early booking (previously Â£5 per person) so those who were dancing twice the entry fee alone was going to
be Â£40 hence the fees needed to increase accordingly to cover costs.Â  As usual Sporting Dynamite subsidised the
competition 
costs asÂ much as possible but this still mean a cost of 
approximately Â£60 for those entering one dance, Â£95 for those 
entering two dances and Â£135 for those entering three dances.

Â 


This competition represented a huge investment for Sporting Dynamite with advance entry fees alone coming to over
Â£1600 and once outfit costs and other purchases were added it took the overall cost toÂ well overÂ Â£3000 for the event.



Coaches



Sereena Hunter (Head coach)

Alex Taylor (Cheerleading coach)

Julie Massey (Teenies coach)

Melissa Gouldman (Masters coach)

Alan Massey (Coach advisor)

Donna Hunter (Seniors coach/advisor)

Chia-Hsin Chang - Angelus (Flexibility coach)

Danielle Purcell (Assistant Flexibility coach)



As usual we required several helpers as follows: (Once again many thanks toÂ you all forÂ kindly agreeing toÂ give
upÂ yourÂ time).




Volunteers



Emma Littlewood

Jackie Mannion
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Michelle Simmonett

Kim Clarke

Stephen Massey

Christopher Massey

Amy Coghlan

Lousie Birmingham
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